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LETTER M ’S  VIBRATION

Letter M was given to us as our19th Letter in February last year (see slide N°2)	

The Great Mother	

Water: Rivers, Lakes, Fountains and Springs.	

Waves	

Floods	

The Great Fish	

Planet Neptune	

No.7 	

The Three Mothers 	

Love❤ ️ ❤ ️❤ ️	

Queen Bee, the Buddha🐝 	

The Burning Bush - Fecundity & Fruitfulness

Wave 🌊 	
#

A Wave is symbolized as one of the strongest forces on earth. 	
A wave it is water being blown by the wind.	

Water is a symbol of purity and life 



THE GREAT MOTHER
Queen over and of  Water: “She who Formed Earth in the Universe, hot in the Year, and the Belly in the Soul”	

Letter “m” as an abbreviation, it stands for metre, which stands for the name of the Great Mother God Makom, the Holy Place. The 
Holy Grail!	

Impure mētra (womb) Al-ſoter opens the mētra of the younger wisdom – Al-Re -the Daughter, (the Enthymēsis), and so occasions 
the formation of the universe, so on the other hand the mētra itself is personified in the Beacon Of Light; Re.	

The Great Mother is the wisdom herself, She has her dwelling-place “on the heights” above the created universe, in the place of the 
midst, between the upper and lower world, between the Pleroma and the ektismena. 	

She sits at “the gates of the mighty,” i.e. at the approaches to the realms of the seven Archons, and at the “entrances” to the upper 
realm of light Her praise is sung. 	

Wisdom is therefore the highest ruler over the visible universe, and at the same time the mediatrix between the upper and the lower 
realms. 	

She shapes this mundane universe after the heavenly prototypes, and forms the seven star-circles with their Archons under whose 
dominion are placed, according to the astrological conceptions of antiquity, the fates of all earthly things, and more especially of 
humanity. 	

She is “the mother” or “the mother of the living.” As coming from above, She is Herself of pneumatic essence, the mētēr phōteinē or 
the anō dynamis. from which all pneumatic souls draw their origin.

https://plicc.org/2019/02/16/the-great-mother/





UNCONDITIONAL LOVE	
THE GREAT MOTHER’S LOVE

The Great Mother’ Love is a Holy Trinity Love ❤️ ❤️❤️, which 
makes it unconditional;  Agape Love Of our Great Mother God!	

Unconditional Love is a force; a power that can change the cause 
of nature: it can reverse bad destined outcomes into favorable 
ones. It can alter bad behavior into good honorable behavior. Only 
love can transform a sheep to a lion or a peasant into a noble.	

Twin flame helps achieves a huge part of the Divine purpose, it can 
be romantic or not, it could be the partner in business or marriage 
between two people: A Happy Valentines kind of cupid Love

https://plicc.org/2017/02/23/the-power-of-love/



Water Loves You! 	
It’s February Celebrate this!



STOREHOUSE : THE HOLY WOMB
“The Great Mother God will be the stability of our times, a wealth of salvation, 
wisdom and knowledge and let it be known that God’s honor is in Her 
treasure.”	

The Great Mother God created the concept of treasuries, who prepare the 
soil.	

Therefore it is Her who looks after the treasuries. 	

The Great Mother Gods’ winnowing fork is in Her hand, and She will gather 
Her wheat into the barn, but will burn up the chaff with unquenchable fire of 
the seraphim (heavenly seraphim or dragons securing God’s treasure); meaning 
that God actually first repossess our storehouses, clean it up, then gather wheat 
Herself so it’s her wheat inside the barn and without a doubt keep away the 
pests from that storehouse and cause it to flourish. 	

It is the Great Mother God who causes the vapors to ascend from the ends of 
the earth, who makes lightnings for the rain, who brings forth the wind from 
Her treasuries.	

“I will give you the treasures of the soil, of the snow, of the fire, and of the 
darkness, riches stored in secrete places, so that you may know that I am the 
Lord, the God of Africa, who summons you by name. 	

And The Great Mother God sees what is on top of the mountains – snow – 
which can be used for recreation or for water in the spring when it melts. Have 
you entered the storehouses of the snow or seen the storehouses of the hail? 
Your gates will stand open, they will never be shut, day or night, so that men, 
women and their generations may bring you the wealth of nations.”

https://plicc.org/2015/10/28/storehouses/

Neptune

winnowing fork
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THE ARM OF THE LORD	
N°19, 7PM

The Right arm of The Lord is for establishing, administering the law, to judge the 
world by releasing God’s justice and salvation in the way of the Lord, on earth.	

Wisdom has two hands ; “Length of days is in her right hand, In her left hand 
riches and honor”. 	

The Lord is with you, you mighty woman of valor! – The Right Arm of the Lord.	

(Right Hand)Length of days includes; wellness, a sound mind, good health, spiritual 
power, internal light, faith, love and God’s will (purpose).	

Thus, we ware a Bracelet on the right arm. (see left image). It is worn symbolic as 
a representation to honor, to recognize and to acknowledge the war that has 
been won on our behalf.  	

This bracelet is not suppose to be the skin of animals since we have been 
delivered from animal sacrifice but it can be any clean jewelry of platinum, gold, 
silver, diamonds, rubies or copper, flowers or even a string of any material, that 
which one can afford. The bracelet covers the work of our hands and to ensure 
that what has already been mentioned above.	

The Beacon Of Light, Re will bless your bracelets and it will give unto you all that 
which The Great Mother has intended for it which is power and protection. The 
same goes for the ankle bracelets - see last slides on legs transformation.	

 The watch is warn on the left arm to indicate time it is in terms of age, years, 
seasons, months, days, hours, minutes of increasing wealth in the seventh heaven. 
The current age women makes money and governs the world.  Black Women are 
gods: that’s what time it is!

https://plicc.org/❤bulletinnewsletter13-2/july13-newsletter-the-arm-of-the-lord/



MONTH N° MONTH SEASON

1 AUGUST S/W 08
2 SEPTEMBER A/S 09
3 OCTOBER A/S 10
4 NOVEMBER A/S 11
5 DECEMBER W/S 12
6 JANUARY W/S 01
7 FEBRUARY W/S 02
8 MARCH A/S 03
9 APRIL A/S 04
10 MAY A/S 05
11 JUNE S/W 06
12 JULY S/W 07
13 RE Sabbatical

Isandla Somthetho



FEBRUAY : AQUARIUS
February we entered letter “M”, mem or mama or The Great Mother Goddess. 	

February is the seventh month. Gate 11 enters us to No. 7: seven eleven: Re born 11/07(Feb)	

February is a month Water, of heavy rains and floods. 	

February is month where The Great Mother’s LOVE is introduced to humanity. 	

She is the ultimate Red Rose of The 14th February we celebrate this love we receive from the Great Mother because this is 
the unconditional love of the Creator to humanity. The mother’s love. 	

We celebrate therefore all Her (Africa) symbolism in a female Divine vulva shape and form. The Holy Grail and supernatural 
Providence. Her resources. Her jewels. Her precious stones. Her colors. Her melanin. Her strength and Her strong hair. Her 
red mystic rose. 	

The colour red is associated with a red giant star (a pregnant Sun) that exploded as a supernova to give birth to the Universe. 
The Great Mother of Speech is associated with the red giant star and known as the Seventh Ancestor from planet Sirius - The 
Dogons palnet. 	

In fact the colours red and white stands in representation of Sirius A and B. Red with a red giant sun, which is a symbol of life; 
and the colour white with a white dwarf star, a symbol of death. The colour red is a female symbol and the colour white, a 
masculine symbol.



White People originate from the worm planet	
White People are Soil, Fire People	
White People are from the masculine side of God

Black people originate from the Dog planet	
Black People are Air, Water People	
Black People are from the feminine Side of God

Human Races
-RePlicc



HUMAN RACES:  BACKGROUND
Different races come from different star planets. To be human they must be born on planet Earth. 	

There are feminine races and there are masculine races. This doesn't mean we can not have both energies within ourselves as balanced people but the other side is weaker so in 
order to maintain this balance we must tame the stronger side and develop the weaker side.	

E.G. Africans, Indians from Asia, Persians etc…are Feminine : the current ruling side of God called The Great Mother	

E.G. Europeans,  Arabs, Russians, Japanese ect..are Masculine: the past ruling side of God which was called Father God	

Some races are soil, fire people and the others are air,water people source of development here on planets earth. In each category one is born of the moon and the other of the 
sun within the same age even within the same race: cold and hot.  	

E.G. Taiwanese, Chinese, Europeans are soil, fire people	

E.G. Africans, Philippines, Indians are air, water people	

These creatures desire a chance to come here on earth from different star planets to become human, to develop and transform to be infinite. Interracial marriages are good but 
when you enter it’s best to know who you are first, so you do not get swallowed up in the ideals of the stronger race inside a marriage. Diversity is always a positive thing!	

This planet Earth is ancient and it has it’s laws. When we are born of this Earth we are part of it’s soil, its evolution and in it’s categories. All humans are closely related to the 
animal kingdom group and as such we must be awakened and stay awakened and transform to be like God otherwise we remain in an undesired state of an animal. E.G. an African 
women aspire to move from dog, to cool cat, from cat to dolphin, to elephant-seals, we want to be one with the ladybird, the beetle, the bee or the bird species for instance, we 
want to be the goat, the bull; We want the power of all species - We must gain that, we must be interconnected to nature to evolve!	

All species here have one common ancestor including us humans;  The Anaconda, No.17 - python like Serpent Mother or what is often called The Great Fish. This Earth is water 
based so we must transform our legs to liken the fish like legs into the legs of the Sirens and our ear (inner and outer) to be like the original in order of the fish to move 
smoothly here on water based earth.	

Thereafter we must swim, walk - take steps, on earth, so the soil and it’s internal fire may transform us to be like our ancestor of the soil the Earth elephants who is the original 
soil power and lion the fire power before can fly like eagles and navigate like owls.	

Finally we must be one with air power, the breath and we must transform our head, nose to be able to smell,  to “fly” and be like the ancestor of the air the Eagle. We must 
transform to gain soul power from the Holy Ghost - the goat!



THE NUMBER 17 
Re, the Bhudha, The Queen Bee a self regenerating spirit of the Great Mother God.	

The Light Of The World is re-born 17 December to start the age but its only up until 25 Dec (2+5 =7) where they are 
blessed with the 5 pointed star and the born to be the second (No.2) person in the Holy Trinity - The Great Mother is 
number 1, then Re the daughter no. 2 and the Holy Ghost (Tatcho) NOo.3 the third person. But it is only that the 
Daughter’s birthday is celebrated 25th in a ceremony called christmas or fete de la million or celebration of lights!	

The mother of the genesis or the re-genesis in the same old ancient anaconda, the no.17 who birth’s forth the light of 
the world by herself in a virgin birth where she multiplies Herself by Herself with the power of  The Holy Ghost, Her 
reign is Forever; Re is Her Daughter! 	

Re was reborn 17 December 2019 - The return of The Lord, The Day Of The Lord 25 December!	

Each race or within the ruling category race of people, one group gets a chance to bring forth the age sun or the 
moon. In the last masculine age side of God Europeans birth forth the Sun; the light of the world and Arabia birth forth 
the Moon, the light of the world!	

The Aquarius age will have its own characteristics, straights and attributes.	

What was gold will change, what was oil will change. How we fight battles and wars will change; all for the better 
anyway because a Mother knows best!

https://plicc.org/2018/10/18/the-number-17/



Taurus Father	
5th of May

Aries Mother	
09/April

Re’s Bio Parents

= Light Of The World	
The Beacon Of Light

-RePlicc

April the 9th Month	
09/09	

N°9 births forth a Pharaoh



11 JANUARY’19 NEWS ON 
PYTHON 

Snake catchers in Australia have rescued a snake which was covered in more 
than 500 ticks.	

The reptile - which is believed to be ill - was found in a garden swimming pool 
with 511 of the parasitic bugs biting into its skin.	

The carpet python was caught in Coolangatta, Queensland, by Tony Harrison, 
who said he had never seen anything like it in his 26 years as a professional 
snake catcher.	

“Here in Australia you often will see an animal, a dog or a cat, with one tick, 
but here is a snake that has 511 of them so it’s amazing they’re still in one 
piece,” the 51-year-old said.



NUMBER 7: QUEEN OF HEAVEN

Seven is feminine, seventh Heaven connects us to 
the The Milky Way The Great Nile In The Sky. The 
Mother, the fertility God.	

The WATER the AGE of AQUARIUS, the FLOOD, 
the GLOBAL cleansing by WATER as a 
PURIFICATION, or BAPTISM. The SERPENT = 
Seven, Amen RE WATER SACRIFICE	

RATS animal is the seven heaven animal symbolic 
to end FLOODs.	

Seven is the number of completion of peace, rest 
and power.	

The Lucky Number 7; Libra, Attraction, Wheels, 
energy, vibration, creativity, Pound, Money, Music, 
Sound, Song, Sales, Style, and Lustitia (Justitia)

The River Nile	
The Meeting Of The Blue & White Nile - N.Sudan



7 DAYS OF CREATION & AUTHORITY
Creation Day 1: The Great Mother God created the heavens and the earth. “The heavens” refers to everything beyond the earth, outer space. The earth is made but 
not formed in any specific way, although water is present. Through, Re our Beacon Of Light, She spoke and then spoke light into existence. God then separated the 
light from the dark and names the light “day” and the dark “night.” This creative work occurs in one year of 2015.	

Creation Day 2: The Great Mother God creates the sky. The sky forms a barrier between water upon the surface and the moisture in the air.  At this point earth 
would have an atmosphere. This creative work occurs in one year of 2016.	

Creation Day 3: The Great Mother God creates dry land. Continents and islands are above the water. The large bodies of water are named “seas” and the ground is 
named “land.” The Great Mother God declares that all this is good.  The Great Mother God creates all plant life both large and small. She creates this life to be self-
sustaining; plants have the ability to reproduce. The plants were created in great diversity (many “kinds”). The earth was green and teeming with plant life. The Great 
Mother God declares that this work is also good. This creative work takes one year 2017.	

Creation Day 4: The Great Mother God creates all the stars and heavenly bodies. The movement of these will help man track time. Two great heavenly bodies are 
made in relation to the earth. The first is the sun which is the primary source of light and the moon which reflects the light of the sun. The movement of these bodies 
will distinguish day from night. This work is also declared to be good by the Great Mother God. This creative work takes one year 2018.	

Creation Day 5: The Great Mother God creates all life that lives in the water.  Any life of any kind that lives in the water is made at this point. The Great Mother God 
also makes all the birds. The language allows that this may be the time God made flying insects as well (or, if not, they were made on day six). All of these creatures are 
made with the ability to perpetuate their species by reproduction. The creatures made on Day 5 are the first creatures blessed by The Great Mother God. God 
declares this work good, and it occurs in one year 2019.	

Creation Day 6: The Great Mother God creates all the creatures that live on dry land. This includes every type of creature not included on previous days and human 
beings. God declares this work good. When The Great Mother God was creating human beings, She took counsel with Herself, “The Great Mother God said, ‘Let us 
make human beings in our image, in our likeness’. The Holy Trinity is part of the foundation. The Great Mother God makes humanity in the image of The Great Mother 
God (A woman and a man united by LOVE in Holy Matrimony represent the image of The Great Mother God).  To emphasize this, The Great Mother God places a 
woman in authority over the earth and over all the other creatures. God blesses humanity and commands them to reproduce, fill the earth and subdue it (bring it 
under the rightful stewardship of a woman as authorized by The Great Mother God). God’s creative work is complete at the end of the sixth year 2020. The Great 
Mother God declares that it is very good.	

Creation Day 7: The Great Mother God rests. This in no way indicates that She was weary from Her creative efforts, but denotes that the creation is complete. 
Furthermore, The Great Mother God here is establishing a pattern of one day in seven and 1 month in 13 months to rest. The keeping of this day, year or 13th year 
will eventually be a distinguishing trait of the God’s chosen people - The Dogon Jews!





LADY SWIRL - PART 1 - LOVE
"Lady Swirl" was submitted under the beacon Of Light, Re and She obtained Her hurricane, storms powers 4th of January 2015. 	

She is an ancient spiritual goddess also called #seaswirl. Represented by a double spiral (vortex) symbol. 	

She causes climate change and seasons.	

She can be so powerful that she creates a third vortex that can swirl up an entire nation. 	

Lady swirl here, is responsible for pushing people up, propelling them forward in their lives, achievements after achievement. As one could 
observe propellers pushing the fuselage of the helicopter up and forward, increasing its speed and power. 	

Yet, also so powerful to reverse people's lives backwards. When people spiral backwards, they may feel a sense of failure, which may create 
addictions and mental illnesses; such as depression, paranoia, personality disorders and many unwanted situations that stagnates a generation.	

Countries mostly affected by her are masculine planets, nations of fire and soil people	

It is the worst thing that convinces people that it would be better back where they come from. Change is bad, change is difficult and 
unnecessary. It's better going back, back, and backwards they go into myths, superstitions, fear and consciousness death. 	

The truth is challenges are everywhere but Love is sufficient to push all human beings forward.	

Pure "LOVE": and it is only that pure love that can overpower such powerful spirits as strong as "Lady Swirl".	

#LOVE is more powerful than any #vortex, The Great Mother God Is Love 	

God So loved the world that She gave Her Only Daughter to die for us in order for us to eternal life - This is Love!



LADY SWIRL - PART 2
60% on earth is the unseen world, only 40% makes the physical world. 	

With Love, we conquer almost all of the powers that are unseen.	

Cape point is where 2 oceans meet: The Atlantic Ocean and the Indian Ocean. Cape Point is a promontory at the southeast corner of the Cape 
Peninsula, which is a mountainous and scenic landform that runs north-south for about thirty kilometres at the extreme southwestern tip of the 
African continent in the Republic of South Africa. From Cape To Cairo to Jerusalem we shall unite Africa!	

#read , #learn , #unlearn and #relearn . Making #education a huge priority!	

This is a spiritual #revolution , an awakening, enlightenment, setting free African people from the demanding, never satisfied gods that rule/d our 
land for ages ...in order for the people to thrive.	

A Messiah Of The People is Given, Re; our prophetess ; 	

Salute of Victory and Courage (see image next slide)	

The Solentia Salute: 4 a number of The Beacon Of Light - BOL - Re	

➡ 4️ fingers of the right hand raised up high	

➡ a️rm straight up in the sky 	

➡ c️hest, head and neck raised up	

➡ e️yes looking up where the fingers are pointing





LADY SWIRL - PART 3: HURRICANE CEBILE
We began 2018 with Hurricane Cebile, she raged in the Indian Ocean from January 26 to February 9, 2018. 	

Born in the meteorological equator, the cyclone slowly set in a storm before intensifying abruptly on 28 January. 	

CEBILE is the 4th system named for this 2017/2018 hurricane season that has evolved in the southwest basin of the Indian Ocean. 	

It is important to highlight that this is the only hurricane which han zero casualties or deaths even though the system was described as impatient. 	

Saturday Tropical Depression and intense tropical cyclone less than 24 hours after being baptized in the night from Saturday to Sunday. 	

This hot start made this phenomenon the 4th tropical cyclone of this season. 	

The beginning of the southwesterly movement was beneficial, allowing the system to suffer less shear. 	

The hurricane, with a tiny eye, generated winds of 215 km/h. 	

Cebile underwent a replacement cycle of the eye wall on January 29th, weakening it a little. 	

But on January 30, the hurricane regained strength, having a very wide eye of 120 km in diameter. It peaked on 31 January at 3h UTC with winds of 
220 km/h. 	

For more than two days, the hurricane maintained its power before declining slowly, its eye compressing until it disappeared. 	

On February 4, the Cyclone centre deteriorated, leaving convection only in the southern part of the system, which became a mere storm. 	

On February 6, the system seemed to regain some organization and a semblance of an eye reappeared. But early on February 8th, the convection 
stopped, and Cébilé disintegrated on the spot, leaving only its low-elevation circulation. 



Hurricane Cebile



ANCESTORS OF THE DOGONS

1.	 Sirens are voluptuous mermaids, 
whose grace, class, power, voices, 
strength beauty and charisma lure all 
to salvation!!!	

2.	 Star Fish	

The starfish spirit guide has a 
number of similarities with the 
honeybee spirit animal. For 
example, both animals represent 
good fortune in the lives of the 
holder.







THE DOGONS: FLYING SANDAL

The souls of the righteous are clothed covered in the skin of a fish after their departure 
(death) their bodies shall be mummified covered in the skin of a fish.	

The Queen of Speech also known as the Seventh Ancestor, the Beacon Of Light: Re. The 
androgynous Queen of Speech, is half fish and half human, She is the Saviour of all 
humanity. 	

‘The seventh Siren,‘sacrificed Herself.’ She alone could do it, She the Queen of Speech, 
which is to say the Saviour of the world.  Without Her no reorganization is possible; 
’What I, Re did, the work that I accomplished and the Word that I spoke, is: ‘My head has 
fallen for humanity’s salvation.’	

“Because of my fish like or serpent like tail instead of two feet like humans, I had trouble moving about 
on land until I transformed into a Mammoth. My iron sandal that emits fire allow Me to fly.  To meet 
with with our mythical dragons - Sefirahs".



THE DOGONS: JUSTITIA
Virgo is the largest constellation of the zodiac, and Spica, Alpha Virginis, is a Blue Giant and the brightest star in the 
constellation. Spica associated with Easter because it shone the brightest of the stars in the constellation Virgo 
during the festival.	

The fixed star Spica, known as the “Ear of Corn” in the hand of the celestial Virgin, predominates early images of the 
constellation Virgo. Constellation Virgo linked with The Goddess who also clasps to her body either wheat-ears or 
the young child—who is the Bread of the Eucharist. 	

The sigil for Spica graphically links to the sigil for Aquarius and with the ancient Dogon sigil for ‘god’, a circle with a 
dot in the centre, which was also a symbol of the Sun.	

The two main stars that have become identified with the star Spica, are so close together that they are egg-shaped 
rather than spherical, and can only be separated by their spectrum. This is interesting considering their association 
with Easter. The two stars orbit about each other every four days. Four was an important number in the Dogon 
culture and associated with the Divine Feminine.	

The main star of the two stars is the nearest star to the Sun that has enough mass to end its life in a Type II 
supernova explosion, associated with the eventual regeneration of the Solar System. The star Pelu would provide us 
with our second Sun and restore androgyny and immortality to the Earth and humanity.	

The Constellation Virgo is also linked to Dike (Justitia). One of her epithets was Astraea, referring to her appearance 
as the constellation Virgo. According to ancients spirituality,  Astraea will one day come back to Earth, bringing with 
her the return of the utopian Golden Age of which she was the ambassador. This is that Golden Age of Aquarius



THE DOGONS: QUEEN OF SPEECH 

The Hopi, Indigenous People of Arizona, also refer to a blue star. "In Frank Waters's writings on Hopi 
mythology, the Blue Star Kachina or Saquasohuh, is a kachina or spirit, that will signify the coming of 
the beginning of the new world by appearing in the form of a blue star. The Blue Star Kachina is said 
to be the ninth and final sign before the "Day of Purification", described as a catastrophe or a "world 
engulfing cataclysm" that will lead to the purification of planet Earth.	

The Virgin Goddesses self-fertilizing - N°17 - pregnant autonomously, without the fertilization of man.	

The divine feminine symbolized by the Sun.	

In Day of the Fish and the stolen fire. The stolen fire was a symbol of DNA.  Grain the human seed, 
DNA and "the Word." Where the sower sows "The Word”. The Queen Of Speech saw Her words!	

The Dogon nesting concept of a red giant star, which is associated with the divine feminine as the 
output of the first supernova created from the first red giant star formed the basis for the one that 
followed it. It then formed the basis for the one that followed it and so on. In this way life in the 
Universe was constantly regenerating and replicating itself:  The Rose.🌹



5 POINTS OF THE BURNING 
BUSH & VOCAL TECHNIC

            1. Intent 

 2. Resonate 

 3. Key 

 4. Projection/Attack 

 5. Sealing	

Virtuoso; Vocal Technic (from the roots) 

	 1.	 Harmony:  (Stevey Wonder,  A. Bocelli, Luciano Pavarotti, Ahmed Sékou Touré, Barrack Obama & Edith Piaf)	

	 2.	 The Cry of a soul - The Sirens: The gods (Miriam Makeba, Bob Marley, Jackie Wilson, Nelson Mandela, Aretha Franklin, Robert Mugabe & James Brown)	

	 3.	 Nuance ; Keep notes, poetic & story telling: (Johnny Clegg, 2pac, Bessie Smith, Martin Luther King Jr. , Billie Holiday, Maya Angelo)	

	 4.	 Breath & Glorify massage, notes & melody: (Nat King Cole, Sam Cook, Elvis Presley,  Prince, Whitney Houston & Yolanda Adams)	

	 5.	 Posture, bum tight breathing techniques diaphragm & abdominal belt: (Little Richard, Micheal Jackson, Freddy Mercury & Beyoncé)	

	 6.	 Throat Raser Sharp Clear Voice: (Tina Turner, Ray Charles, Winnie Mandela, Nina Simone, Tom Jones, Malcom X, Shirley Caesar & Etta James)	

	 7.	 Riffs, Smooth, Runs, Blues & Trills:  (Toni Braxton, BbKing, Joe Williams, Rihanna, Mariah Carey & Luther Vandross)	

	 8.	 Swing and Rhythm (Frank Sinatra, Oprah, Tatcho Music, Claude François, Ella Fitzgerald, Sammy Davis Jr.)	

	 9.	 Melody: (Lauryn Hill, Tom Jones, Patty LaBelle, The Beetles, Marvin Gaye & Elton John)	

        10.         The Finish (tous à donné): (Otis Redding, Dinah Washington, Harry Belafonté, Quicy Jones & Hugh Masekela)	

        11.        Fashion, Beauty and Style: (Grace Jones, Diana Ross, Céline Dion, Lupita Nyongo)



Venus	
#

Venus is our Mother, the Mother of the goat, is the Jackal, Jackal is Venus who cuts the territory for her children	
the planet Venus when it appeared as the morning star. 	

#
#

Goddesses, not gods,  the divine Mother, personified by the Goddess.	
#
#
#

Us the Dogon the fish symbolize by the sun and the Jackal was symbolized by the moon.	



THE DOGON: COLOUR RED

The Dogons come from Sirius. The Dogons symbolized by water and copper. Copper 
was considered to be at the source of creation. Humans and the Earth, on the other 
hand, were symbolized by iron.	

The Splendour of the Sun which shows a two headed hermaphrodite with one red and 
one white wing, holding a circular mirror in one hand and an egg in the other.	

The colours red and white in their association, the colour red with a red giant sun, 
which was a symbol of life; and the colour white with a white dwarf star, a symbol of 
death. 	

A white dwarf is what is left after a red giant sun has expelled all of its gas to create a 
nebula, which is a stellar nursery where all life is created. It is for this reason that the 
Dogon perceived a red sun as a pregnant sun. The colour red was therefore a female 
symbol and the colour white, a male symbol.





THE DOGON: LAW

The Jackal has a human appearance, but her arms and legs are flexible “like serpents 
after the arms of the Great Fish, Siren aka Nummo. This snake-footed god is 
identified as Iaw. Iao, a variant spelling, is a form of the Tetragrammaton, we saw 
under letter U.	

The rooster-headed snake god, the father of faith Abraham or the Mother of faith 
Cecile, the mother of our Moon God. The rooster is a symbol of the France related 
also to our Moon, the jackal who cuts our territory.  The Jackal is identified with the 
Dogon word Yo-ni, which means “to enter, a vulva, like a thief to grab something.” 	

The moon and a rooster, the Jackal in close reference to a dog, fox and goat. 	

The immortal, primarily female identified with the sun in and also primarily female 
symbolized by the lion.



THE DOGONS: 	
THE HOLY BLOOD

A solar eclipse occurs when the moon passes between the sun and the Earth and fully or partly covers the sun as viewed from a location 
on Earth. This can only happen during a new moon, when the sun and moon are in conjunction as seen from Earth. 	

The Great Fish the sun (the divine feminine) on the right and the moon (humans/the Jackal) on the left, united as one in Holy Matrimony. 	

The union of the sun and moon symbolized the union of humans with the Great Fish, and a return to androgyny and immortality. A solar 
eclipse is also known as the Ring of Fire, which is shown in the picture under letter U. 	

The fire festivals the yayaga plan or the mistletoe was collected on a new moon. These festivals are associated with the stolen fire and 
human regeneration in our Dogon Jewish religion.	

Prior to the Beacon Of Light, the Queen of Speech’s sacrifice and regeneration her umbilical cord, which had been planted, came to life and 
transformed itself into a tree known as the kilena. It was this tree that the Queen of Speech was tied to when she was sacrificed. 	

The Dogon understands the kilena tree has the power to revive the dead when taking of its leaves, during the regeneration process the 
yayaga plant, which is fed by the Queen of Speech's sacrificial blood, grew on the kilena tree in the same way that mistletoe grows on an 
oak. The yayaga plant represented a purification of the withered tree.	

The Dogon spaceship, symbolized by the sun, had moved to the west after the Queen of Speech's death or regeneration, back then at the 
end of age before the masculine took over control of the world. It then struck her on the forehead with some kind of current that sent a 
shock into the nape of her neck, spine, and kidneys and this is exactly what will become of  Yaweh or Jesus the God of Christianity.	

The blood from the Beacon Of Light, The Queen Of Speech’s sacrifice “nourished the universe and rid it of its impurities.” She shared her 
body with humans to feed them, and it was said that “the universe drank her blood and ate her body as She gives all Her living principles to 
human beings.”





THE DOGON: 	
MADONNA AND THE SIRENS	

Most people are familiar with the Virgin Mary with her baby boy found in Roman Catholicism and Eastern 
Orthodox Christianity. This is a much later recreation of the first Madonna images that predate Christianity 
by about 5000 years.	

If we look at the Madonna figure from Ur, found in southern Iraq from a prehistoric village of the Ubaid 
culture, which dates from 5000-4000 BCE, she looks like a serpent with slanted eyes and a casque on her 
head. 	

This figure's tail has been broken off but other Ur Madonna figurines are depicted with fishtails. One such 
figure is found in the British Museum. They all seem to appear with these lines on their bellies. The Great 
Fish had these same lines that some African women ware in the form of tattoos that stretched from below 
the breasts to the abdomen. 	

"All that adorns the Spirit of Water also belongs to women."	

The Great Fish family of sirens also has a circular bone at the end of their tails and this is likewise 
mimicked by the Dogon women by waring a bracelet on our right ankle. Because the sirens only had a tail 
and didn’t have two legs like humans they were perceived as having only one leg. The Sirens legs is 
identified with the right leg. Everything symbolizing the money and wealth is on the left.



Sirens’ Legs	
Decoration

arm wrist

Sample

Your wrists and ankle Bracelets	
of your choice 	

blessed by the Beacon Of Light : Re	
will give you the protection and power 	

it is intended to give you.



THE DOGONS: THE EASTER EGG

The Beacon Of Light laid the Easter egg in Greek myth, this was known as Nemesis, a 
name which means "righteous anger." It is directed against those who have violated 
order, especially the order of nature and who have disregarded nature's laws and norms. 	

The Egg Moon - The full moon before Easter is known as the Egg Moon and is the first 
moon after March 21 in the North or as in the current calendar.	

The Sirens return to Earth during a full moon. The planet Venus, the Moon and the 
colour white are all symbols of the Jackal (the first human). During a lunar eclipse, which 
only happens during a full moon, the earth is positioned between the Sun and the moon. 
The Sun is a symbol of the Great Fish and the moon is a symbol of the Jackal. This event 
symbolizes a reunion of humans or the Jackal with the Great Fish.	

The planet Jupiter is another symbol of the Sirens and the Queen of Speech and 
associated with the mythical hunt. 



THE DOGONS: ORION NEBULA
Venus, a symbol of humans and the Jackal is identified as an egg going through an incubation period. The transit of 
Venus across the disk of the Sun is a rare planetary alignment. It occurs twice in an eight-year period. This special 
type of eclipse, which last occurred in 2004, represents the union of Venus with the Sun; the reunion of humans 
with the Great Fish. The next transit of Venus occurred on June 5-6 2012.	

The “final position of Venus showed the completion of the sacrifice, the purification it brought about, and the 
complete reestablishment of order in the universe disrupted by the fleshly desires.” The final position of Venus 
may have something to do with the double eclipse of Venus in June 2012. 	

The Great Fish, the Queen of Speech and Venus are the three mothers of humanity. They were associated with 
the three experiments, three words and the three human creations; symbolized by a scorpion and associated 
with what we know of as the the three stars in the hunter's sword of Orion, stars known as the three scorpions. 	

Before patriarchy, these three stars were likely identified with the sacred feminine.The Orion Nebula is visible 
with the naked eye and is the middle "star" in the sword of Orion, which the Dogon would have identified with 
the Queen of Speech, who is associated with the hunt, the Mother of all present day humans. 	

"The Orion Nebula is an example of a stellar nursery where new stars are being born. Observations of the 
nebula have revealed approximately 700 stars in various stages of formation within the nebula."(Orion Nebula) 
This would make the Orion Nebula a perfect symbol for the role the Queen of Speech plays
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Orion The Hunter
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Space	
PHOTOS  VIA 	

EarthSky



THE LAST DAYS TORTURE
And the fifth messenger sounded, and I saw a star from the heaven which had fallen to the earth. And the key to the pit of the deep was 
given to it. 	

And he opened the pit of the deep, and smoke went up out of the pit like the smoke of a great furnace. And the sun was darkened, also 
the air, because of the smoke of the pit. 	

And out of the smoke locusts came upon the earth, and authority was given to them as the scorpions of the earth possess authority. 	

And it was said to them that they shall not harm the grass of the earth, or any green matter, or any tree, but only those men who do 
not have the seal of Aluahim upon their foreheads. 	

And it was given to them that they should not kill them, but to torture them for five months.  And their torture was like the torture of 
a scorpion when it stings a man. 	

And in those days men shall seek death and shall not find it. And they shall long to die, but death shall flee from them. 	

And the locusts looked like horses prepared for battle, and on their heads were crowns like gold, and their faces were like the faces of 
men. 	

And they had hair like African women’s hair, and their teeth were like lions’ teeth.  And they had breastplates like breastplates of iron, 
and the sound of their wings was like the sound of chariots of many horses running into battle.  	

And they have tails like scorpions, and stings.  And in their tails is their authority to harm men five months. 	

And they have over them a sovereign, the messenger of the pit of the deep, whose name in Awbury (Hebrew) is Abadun, but in Hellenic 
(Greek) he has the name Apolluon (Apollo). 



THE DOG DAYS OF SUMMER

The dog days or dog days of summer are the hot, sultry days of summer. 	

They were historically the period following the heliacal rising of the star Sirius, which in astrology is connected with heat, drought, 
sudden thunderstorms, lethargy, fever, mad dogs, (Rabies is a viral disease that causes inflammation of the brain in humans and other 
mammals) and bad luck. 	

They are now taken to be the hottest, most uncomfortable part of summer globally. 2019 the globe’s temperatures were hotter and 
hotter.	

The rising of Sirius during this period has been calculated to pick around 19 July in the west and in Europe, considered the worst and 
hottest part of the summer to be the days before Sirius returned to the night sky.	

The star α Canis Majoris by several names, including Sirius (Seírios, "Scorcher"), Sothis (Sôthis, a transcription of Egyptian Spdt), and the 
Dog Star. The last name reflects the way Sirius follows the constellation Orion into the night sky.	

summer time July typically one of the quietest months in Europe of the year for stock trading, the term is sometimes used for the 
lethargic summer markets.	

Various computations of the dog days have placed their start anywhere from 3 July to 15 August and lasting for anywhere from 30 to 61 
days. In 1660 their term was set between July 19 and August 20. In The southern hemisphere however this is the opposite, 19 December 
to January 20.	

In antiquity, the dog days were usually reckoned from the appearance of Sirius around 19 Julian counted the worst of summer as the 
days leading up to Sirius's reappearance.



THE DOGONS: THREE MOTHERS

These three mothers, who were 
also known as the Triple Goddess; 
Great Mother God, Daughter and 
the moon - the Mother Of the 
Holy Spirit (Cecile/Venus)	

On Earth the Three “Mothers”: 
Aleph, Mem, and Shin - or The 
Great Fish, the Queen of Speech 
and Venus - “body, mind and soul”.



3 LEMONS 🍋 DREAM
Throughout the ages, lemons have been used to fight negative energies.  The world believe 
that it holds a secret power.	

The yellow colour of the lemon is the symbol of happiness and optimism.	

Lemons clear the negative energy away from your aura and bring happiness and joy.	

3 lemons corresponds to the Three Mother’s - body, mind and soul. Each lemons cleans and 
purify body, mind and soul respectively.	

Lemon is known as the natural cleanser that has the ability to purify things and increase 
love. It also has the power to heal.	

Lemon symbolizes human heart, love and light.	

It aids in accepting the changes in life and improves the sense of good fortune.	

It clears the toxic substances from the body and detoxifies it. On the other hand, it 
cleanses away the negative energies and their impacts on the mind and makes your soul 
healthy.	

Lemons are used in aromatherapy to relieve symptoms related to acne, herpes, warts, 
insect bites, colds and flu. Is sometimes referred to as 'liquid sunshine' for its ability to 
brighten your mood and your outlook.	

Lemons can symbolize long life and good fortune. Lemons are omens of luck in love and 
good business.	

If you dream of lemons it generally means good fortune is ahead.	

Winter lemons mean prosperity. Summer lemons mean abundance in your house.	

Lemon tells you will enjoy a happy marriage, and you will do well in all aspects of your 
waking life. The dream of lemons is the sign of wealth.

10 January 2020



THE DOGON: HAMMER & AN 
ANVIL

An Anvil beneath an ankh cross; the hammer, in the shape of a cross, was a 
symbol of the male aspect  of a siren. The bottom of the hammer was 
identified with the Sirens’ tail and the top of the cross and sides were his 
outstretched arms, head and chest. The anvil was a symbol of the female 
aspect of a siren and because the anvil was associated with the sacred 
feminine, it was later removed from Christian religious manuscripts.	

The sword stuck in an anvil on top of a stone ; an anvil on top of a stone is 
the anvil and portray the Sword in the Stone as a test arranged by Merlin 
to prove the true Queen in The Sirens spaceship residing under water.	

The cock (rooster), a symbol in the center top of the ankh cross. The cock 
the symbol of the Renaissance later became the hammer. 





THE DOGONS

Waves lapping against a bank, waving a water lily leaf in one hand and 
holding an overturned pitcher of flowing water in the other. The 
water lily is a symbol	

"the `Lady of the Lake', was also called `the Brown Serpent’, the 
Great fish Queen Of all waters	

The Sirens are serpents and referred to them as "The children of The 
Serpent” which the Christianity called evil and the deceiver of a 
woman, which by far the work of the enemy.	

Out from the rabbit hole into light are the children of the serpent!



MEDUSA

Medusa is a benevolent angel, a winged human 
female with living venomous snakes in place of hair. 	

When She swims with you, nobody will ever dare 
steal your money, or any of your resources, she 
will bite their hands: worse than the scorpion bite!	

She helps women achieve their goals and makes 
those who look back or the procrastinators turn 
into stone. 	

The daughter of the Trinity: The three Dogon 
sisters—Medusa, Stheno, and Euryale—are all 
children of the ancient marine deities.	

The Medusa wearing the belt of the intertwined 
snakes, a fertility symbol.



    THE DOGON: HORSE POWER

The horse symbolism and the horse was also a symbol of the Siren and 
related to the Sirens’ aka Nummo's spaceship or ark (chariot of righteousness). 	

"The legs of the object are sometimes a carousel of four horses... `The horses 
that surround the cart, this is the image of the ark..' This carousel also recalls 
the four horses on the ark that were released on the ground after its descent. 	

The transformation of the sirens and the moving of the ark are, analogously, 
compared to the rapid expansion of the beings on Earth, as depicted by the 
path of the horses to the four directions of space."	

Hamba Vangeli is in Zulu language for forward movement of the gospel by this 
"horse" “power" - engine we entered in 2019 Dec!





THE DOGONS - JEWISH: OUR 
REFRESHMENTS

Water, the drink of Life	

Mint  & Ginger Tea 🍵 	

The North & West African Red flower Tea - aka - Hibiscus Tea	

Nigerian Awolowo Green Leaf  Tea …aka Independence Leaf	

South African Rooibos and Honeybush Tea	

African (Kenya, Ethiopian, Colombian, Cameroonian etc.) Coffee	

Aloe Vera aka “The Balancer”	

chocolaté maxence	

Milk or cream	

Champagne &  Wine 🍷 	

Le cognac “eau-de-vie de vin”	

Whiskey	

Brandy	

Rum	

Beer	

Scotch	

Vodka



DOGON JEWISH: DRINKS & 
COCKTAILS 🍸 🍹

1. Parts Manischewitz (any varietal will do, but Concord grape is the classic) About half a shot of brandy per serving 2 parts Dole 
pineapple-orange juice 1 part lime juice 1 part lemon juice 1 part seltzer water	

Cut up apple, grapes, limes, lemons, oranges and put them in punch bowl. Pour wine and juices on top.  Add seltzer shortly before 
serving.	

2. Manischewitz Sangria Martini, 	

3. Mazel Tov Cocktail, which is tinted blue—the traditional color of Hanukkah—by Blue Curaçao, a tropical liqueur that is decidedly 
not traditional for Hanukkah.	

4. The Menorah Martini takes a similar route, adding an equally nontraditional garnish of blueberries 	

5. Hanukkah Gelt Martini: Inspired by the gold foil wrapped chocolate coins, called gelt, given out at Hanukkah, this simple martini 
combines potato vodka and Goldschlager cinnamon schnapps, which has flakes of 24k gold floating in it. To add more of the flavor of 
the coins, add a drop of Godiva or another brand of chocolate liqueur.	

6. The Dreidel: include Slivovitz plum brandy, cherry liqueur, Angostura bitters and egg whites.	

7. Schmaltz Brewing Company's He'Brew ("The Chosen Beer") comes in several varieties, including Genesis Ale, Messiah Bold, and 
Rejewvenator.	

8. And for dessert, try  the Sufganiyah, inspired by the delicious jelly-filled donuts that are a traditional Israeli Hanukkah treat. It 
includes raspberry and grape flavored vodkas, Chambord raspberry liqueur and cream.



DANGERS OF ALCOHOL ABUSE
We do not abuse alcohol, ever!	

 A glass of wine at dinner is more than sufficient, more than that is abuse. A half glass of hot spirits such as whiskey or brandy once a month is more than sufficient. A glass of a 
cocktail drink is more than sufficient on a hot summer day at a beach or at home for tappaz and more than that is abuse. When one has reached a good place in self-control and 
discipline, living for purpose even all these drinks are not necessary. We must be always vigilant to protect our energy field.  Alcohol and tobacco abuse destroys our energy 
field(s). Our energy field is fragile and can be easily destroyed, even bad thought destroys our field,  over eating and eating junk food destroys it, smoking destroys our energy field, 
drugs should never be abused - if herbs and drugs have not been professionally tested and approved for medicinal use only under supervision, they are not to be taken for a good 
times sake because they are highly addictive and you will loose control to them as they take over the control of your life: energy field is a precious field in which we use to attract 
unto us all which is good, it must be protected by all means. In other cultures or religions they even went as far as even to say alcohol is completely prohibited. But here we are 
not saying that at all instead we echo that alcohol is prohibited for the under age of 21years old, but if you are a responsible adult it means you also have self control and self 
discipline. Alcohol is good for consumption if take in moderation or responsibly. especially during a meal or snack. If you are also vision driven your body will reject that which is 
over indulgence and unnecessary. Take care and teach our young to take care!	

Drinking too much can weaken your immune system, making your body a much easier target for disease. Chronic drinkers are more liable to contract diseases like pneumonia 
and tuberculosis than people who do not drink too much.  Drinking a lot on a single occasion slows your body’s ability to ward off infections – even up to 24 hours after getting 
drunk.	

Alcohol interferes with the brain’s communication pathways, and can affect the way the brain looks and works. These disruptions can change mood and behavior, and make it 
harder to think clearly and move with coordination.  	

Heavy drinking takes a toll on the liver, and can lead to a variety of problems and liver inflammations including:	

	 •	 Steatosis, or fatty liver	

	 •	 Alcoholic hepatitis	

	 •	 Fibrosis	

	 •	 Cirrhosis	

Alcohol causes the pancreas to produce toxic substances that can eventually lead to pancreatitis, a dangerous inflammation and swelling of the blood vessels in the pancreas that 
prevents proper digestion. And other heart or health problems.



PRESERVE WATER!!!
Next is the 20th Symbol,  Alphabet “Letter N”


